We propose a model of social interactions based on self-selection and comparative advantage. When students choose peer groups based on comparative advantage, the effect of moving a student into an environment with higher-achieving peers depends on where in the ability distribution she falls and the shadow prices that clear the social market. We show that the model's key prediction-an individual's ordinal rank predicts her behavior and test scores-is borne out in one randomized controlled trial in Kenya as well as administrative data from the U.S. To test whether our selection mechanism can explain the effect of rank on outcomes, we conduct an experiment with nearly 600 public school students in Houston. The experimental results suggest that social interactions are mediated by self-selection based on comparative advantage.
Introduction
Social scientists have long recognized the importance of peer effects.
1 Gans (1962) , for instance, describes an insidious form of social interactions in which Italian immigrant communities in Boston's West End impose costs on individuals who "act mobile." 2 Wilson (1987) argues that the development of an "underclass" of black city dwellers on Chicago's South Side was due to the emigration of working families and the resulting decrease in role models and neighborhood quality, and Borjas (1995) demonstrates that the mean skill level within one's ethnic group in the previous generation is correlated with own educational achievement.
To better understand these and related phenomena, economists have developed models of social interactions by putting environmental variables-such as the mean behavior in one's social group or the mean educational attainment in one's neighborhood-into agents' utility functions. In this class of models, peers are a source of positive externalities; unruly peers cause more trouble and smarter peers encourage higher achievement (Akerlof 1997; Becker 1974 Becker , 1996 Benabou 1993; Bernheim 1994) .
However, empirical evidence in support of theories that predict that favorable social interactions lead to better outcomes has been ambivalent. While many authors confirm the hypothesis relying on plausibly exogenous variation in data sets ranging from primary students in Texas to freshmen at Dartmouth College, others find no or even negative peer effects.
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Recently, Carrell et al. (2013) present perplexing evidence from a randomized field experiment designed to boost the achievement of low-ability freshmen at the US Air Force Academy. Based on earlier, experimental estimates indicating nonlinear, positive effects of peers' mean test scores, the authors "optimally" constructed peer groups by pairing low-ability students with a greater share of high-ability ones. Contrary to the authors' expectations, however, the intervention had a negative and statistically significant effect on the very students it was designed to help. That is, if anything, "better" classmates led to slightly worse outcomes. Carrell et al. (2013) note that within their "optimally" designed peer groups, low-ability students avoided the very peers with whom they were intended to interact and instead formed create a second section. In 61 of these schools, students were randomized into classrooms. In the remaining 60 schools, students were assigned to sections based on initial achievement. The intervention lasted 18 months. Relying on the experimentally induced variation in the within-classroom rank of students with equal baseline tests scores, we show that increasing a student's rank by fifty percentiles boosts test scores at endline by about .2 standard deviations.
To provide additional evidence on the relationship between ordinal rank and student outcomes, we use administrative data from New York City Public Schools (NYCPS). Our research design for these data exploits transitions from elementary to middle school, i.e., from fifth to sixth grade. We estimate that a fifty percentile decrease in rank among schoolmates is associated with as much as a 2.5 percentage point increase in the probability of a serious behavioral incident-about 32% of its mean. To account for sorting into schools as well as potential issues of reverse causality, we use students' hypothetical change in rank if they had attended the school for which they were zoned as an instrument for the actual change in rank based on the school they chose to attend. Although our IV estimates are less precise, they are qualitatively very similar to their OLS counterparts.
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Consistent with the idea of self-selection in social interactions, the evidence suggests that students' ordinal rank exerts a significant effect on their achievement and behavior.
7 Yet, these data cannot rule out other mechanisms. For instance, if teachers always target the top of the class, then higher ranked students would benefit from more appropriate instruction and thus experience an increase in test scores. While such an explanation would not invalidate our empirical result that ordinal rank matters for student outcomes, it illustrates the multiplicity of plausible channels through which the effect of rank might operate. Finding direct evidence in support of self-selection based on comparative advantage is challenging-in large part because neither the shadow prices that clear the social market nor students' comparative advantage are directly observable in standard data sets. Similarly, given the potential number of alternative theories that predict a relationship between ordinal 6 In Appendix 4, we replicate our finding that rank affects student behavior with data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study (NELS) . NELS allows us to relate the same student's behavior in different classrooms to a proxy for her course specific rank. We show that a fifty percentile decline in rank across classes is associated with a nearly ten percentage point increase in the probability that the teacher reports behavioral problems in the course for which she has the lower rank (relative to a basis of 40%).
7 Our findings are also related to an emerging literature on the economic effects of relative incomes. Luttmer (2005) and Card et al. (2012) , for instance, demonstrate that own well-being and satisfaction depend negatively on the earnings of neighbors and coworkers. Bertrand et al. (2015) show that spouses' relative incomes affect marriage formation and the division of household production. Charles et al. (2009) argue that conspicuous consumption serves as a costly signal of economic position. Lastly, Kuziemko et al. (2014) provide experimental evidence to suggest that people are "last-place averse" and that low-income individuals oppose redistribution because it disproportionately benefits those ranking just below them. rank and economic outcomes, and the data requirements associated with testing each, it is unclear how one could rule out all, or even most, of them.
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Thus, rather than trying to pin down the share of the relationship between rank and outcomes that is attributable to a particular mechanism, we pursue the more modest goal of providing additional evidence that some portion of the effect of rank on behavior is due to self-selection-as this is the precise mechanism explored in our model.
To this end, we conducted a "framed" field experiment.
9 Relying on the experimentally induced variation, we can test whether self-selection based on comparative advantage can explain the observed relationship between rank and outcomes. Between February 2015 and May 2015, we recruited nearly six hundred children from two public middle schools in Houston, TX and incentivized them to "solve" mazes in a custom-made computer game. According to our conversations with principals and teachers, children at these schools have extensive experience playing comparable games on their phones or even on the schools' computers. By embedding our experiment in a familiar context, we hope to replicate as many of the myriad situational factors that may affect students' behavior as we possibly can, while maintaining enough experimental control to identify causal effects. During the initial stage of the game, students were asked to solve a common set of mazes in order to establish a baseline measure of ability. The software then publicly revealed the ordinal rank as well as the cardinal performance of all participants in the same experimental session-similar to the scoreboard in many popular video games. In the next stage, all students were afforded the opportunity to practice solving mazes at a fixed, randomly determined cost per maze. In addition, children in the treatment group could pay to "slime" the screen of any practicing peer. Sliming another student's screen carried no monetary benefit, but it blocked a portion of the maze on which the respective participant was working, thereby negating the benefits of practicing for her. In the third and last stage of the game, students were asked to solve more difficult mazes and were rewarded with a piece rate for each one they successfully completed. At no point during the experiment did monetary payoffs depend on ordinal rank.
Among children in the control group we observe that, conditional on actual performance in the first stage, children who were paired with better peers and, therefore, find themselves closer to the bottom of the distribution are, if anything, more likely to invest in becoming 8 For instance, to implement a convincing test of the teacher channel, we would need objective information on how much effort and attention teachers place on students at every part of the ability distribution. We are unaware of such data. In Appendix 4, we report results from a partial test of the hypothesis that teacher behavior varies with students' rank. Specifically, we test whether teachers' perception of their students' ability depends rank. Conditional on actual test scores, we find no evidence that this is the case.
9 Harrison and List (2004) define a "framed" field experiment as laboratory experiment with a nonstandard subject pool and field context in either the commodity, task, or information set that the subjects can use.
better at solving mazes. This is not the case in the treatment group. Being able to publicly "slime" their peers, lower-ranked students substitute away from practicing and pay to disrupt others instead.
Given that children were randomly assigned to either treatment or control, our experimental design permits us to test the hypothesis that the opportunity to self-select into a second, disruptive activity exerts a disproportionate effect on lower-ranked children. That is, by giving students the choice between a constructive and destructive activity we allow for self-selection based on comparative advantage to affect social interactions in the treatment group, but not the control. Perversely, the very children who would ordinarily practice more to overcome their relative disadvantage chose to "act out" instead. This suggests that students' behavior is mediated, in part, by self-selection based on comparative advantage within narrowly defined social settings.
Although it is difficult to generalize from the findings of any given experiment-and perhaps even more so in our case-we note that our experimental design holds many, if not all, potential confounds fixed. For instance, the experimental results cannot be due to a change in students' cognitive or noncognitive skills, teacher conduct, or environmental influences. This does not necessarily mean that these factors are irrelevant for explaining the patterns that we document in the real-world data. It does, however, suggest that selfselection may be an important mechanism for explaining peer effects.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops a formal model of self-selection in social interactions, and Section 3 presents empirical evidence consistent with the theory's key prediction. Section 4 describes an experiment designed to test the mechanism highlighted in our model. The final section concludes. The model we propose in this paper is a simplified version of the well-known multi-sector choice problem, building upon impressive literatures designed to understand the evolution of earnings, the hedonic pricing of skills, and the assignment of workers to firms (e.g., Heckman 10 There are six appendices. Appendix 1 considers the implications of comparative advantage for predicting the efficacy of social interventions ex ante. Appendix 2 illustrates how a Roy model of social interactions can explain many of the disparate findings in the empirical literature on peer effects. Appendix 3 discusses identification of traditional peer effects in the presence of self-selection based on comparative advantage in social interactions. Appendix 4 presents additional evidence omitted from the main text. In Appendices 5 and 6 we describe the data used in our analysis and provide further details regarding the implementation of our experiment. All appendices are provided on the authors' websites.
and Sedlacek 1985; Murphy 1986; Rosen 1974; Roy 1951; Sattinger 1979) . The novelty of our approach lies in the application of these classic methods to develop a theory of social interactions where contacts within a social market are endogenous and peer effects arise due to the sorting of agents within narrowly defined social settings.
Basic Building Blocks
Let there be a continuum of agents with unit mass. Every agent is endowed with one unit of non-transferable time. There are two activities in which agents can engage with their peers: studying or mischief. These activities are exclusive and undertaken by separate social groups:"nerds" and "troublemakers." Agents acquire social status from membership in peer groups. How much status membership in group j = N, T conveys depends on the effective group size, L j , and other exogenously given factors, which we label capital, K j . We allow capital to broadly represent any non-human input into groups' activities, such as the availability of textbooks and sharp scissors, the quantity of policing, or school and neighborhood quality more generally.
Agents are heterogeneous along two dimensions. Their varying size and strength yield differences in the ability to cause trouble, whereas heterogeneity in cognitive ability implies differences in their ability to be a true nerd. Let σ N (r) denote the effective units of "nerdiness" that agent r is capable of contributing to the group (e.g., expertise in differential geometry). Analogously, agent r's troublemaking ability is given by σ T (r). Without loss of generality, we rank agents by their relative skill σ (r) ≡
, such that σ (r) ≥ σ (r ) whenever r > r .
For simplicity, we assume that agents are solely interested in maximizing their social status
where the shadow prices s N and s T denote the (endogenously determined) status per effective unit of nerd and troublemaking ability, respectively. Thus, total utility from membership in group j is given by s j σ j (r). Note, there are no explicit externalities built into agent's utility. Conditional on "prices," the behavior of others has no influence on own decisions-as in analyses of traditional markets. The key assumption in equation (1) is that, all else equal, "nerdier" individuals, i.e. those with higher σ N (r), will derive more utility from joining the nerd sector than agents with less nerd ability.
In Cicala et al. (2011) , we allow for more general utility functions (e.g., individuals care about more than just social status, or they can allocate parts of a fixed time endowment). Here, however, we present a very simple and parsimonious model in order to demonstrate how self-selection in social interactions can produce "peer effects." It is important to note that the main results continue to hold as long as the benefits from joining a particular group are increasing in the respective dimension of ability, so that sorting into peer groups is at least partially determined by comparative advantage.
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Individuals maximize their social status by choosing either the nerd or troublemaking group according to a simple cut-off rule. The agent indifferent between the two sectors, r * , has a skill ratio of
By individual optimization, all agents with index r ≥ r * join forces with the nerds, and individuals with r < r * become troublemakers. In our Roy model of social interactions, comparative (rather than absolute) advantage determines an individual's choice of peer group, and therefore whether she choses to engage in studying or mischief. As a result, the supply of skills to both groups is given by:
Equilibrium, however, also depends on the endogenously determined shadow prices, and, therefore, on the relationship between social status, s j , and effective group size, L j . There are many plausible micromechanisms for why the payoffs to joining either group may be a function of groups' sizes. For instance, it could be that group membership directly confers social status, or that students simply derive utility from spending time with others. Beyond the narrow context of our model and in the spirit of Spence (1973) and AustenSmith and Fryer (2005) , students may also care about signaling their "type" to adults. In equilibrium, the credibility of their signals will depend on the number of others who adopt the same behavior, which introduces inter-dependence in payoffs. Since our primary goal is to study how self-selection into activities depends on the composition of peers, we remain agnostic about the deep determinants of s j . Instead of taking a firm stand on the ultimate source of utility from group membership, we simply explore different possibilities for the functional relationship between s j and L j .
Case I: Social Status Decreases with Effective Group Size
In a traditional Roy model it is usually assumed that labor exhibits diminishing returns to scale. If, for instance, increasing the number of troublemakers does more to increase the probability of getting caught than of winning a fight, then social status may be decreasing in effective group size, L T . Similarly, intelligence may confer greater status when this skill is scarce and not readily available within a social environment. Hence, we first assume
∂L j < 0. In equilibrium, market clearing and equation (2) yield the following condition:
where δ (r) denotes the ratio of social status in both sectors when the marginal agent is r. Since δ (r) < 0 for all r, the relative "price" schedule in the market for peers is strictly downward sloping. To see this, note that equations (3) and (4) We can now describe equilibrium graphically. Figure 1 depicts the situation when social status is decreasing in effective group size. As described above, it features upward sloping "supply" and a downward sloping "price" schedule. There is a unique equilibrium at r * with market clearing relative status, s T s N * . All individuals with r < r * select into the troublemaker group and individuals with r ≥ r * choose to become nerds.
Social status may also depend on the specifics of the exogenously given environment. To allow for this possibility we let s j depend not only on group size, but also on any number of environmental inputs K j . Suppose
∂K j > 0 and imagine a shift in the "capital" available to the troublemaking sector-less police surveillance, an increase in the availability of drugs, weapons, or alcohol. Holding everything else constant an increase in troublemakers' productive capital, K T , is represented by an outward shift of the δ-schedule, which results in higher status for troublemakers and, therefore, fewer nerds. A decrease in the "capital" available to troublemakers has the opposite effects. Thus, with respect to features of the physical environment our Roy model of social interactions features conventional predictions.
Comparative statics with respect to the skill distribution, however, can be quite counterintuitive. Consider, for instance, an increase in nerd skill among the population holding troublemaking ability fixed. First, an increase in agents' nerdiness raises σ N relative to σ T and thus shifts the "supply" curve inward. Second, the equilibrium price schedule shifts outwards due to the fact that with more academically able peers there will be more effective units of nerd skill supplied at any r, which lowers s N in equation (5). While both shifts lead to an unambiguous rise in the relative wage of troublemakers, the effect on quantities is indeterminate. Figure 2 illustrates this point. In the left panel, social status is largely irresponsive, despite the large shift in the distribution of relative skill. On net the shift in δ(r) outweighs that in σ (r), which results in an expansion of the nerd group. In the panel on the right, however, nerds' social status drops rapidly with group size, leading to a much larger outward shift of the price schedule, δ 1 (r).
12 In the new equilibrium, fewer agents choose to become nerds, despite the fact that everyone has higher nerd ability than before.
Case II: Social Status Increases with Effective Group Size
Much of the literature on social interactions assumes that the marginal utility of a social activity is increasing in overall participation. In models with a social multiplier, peer effects arise because an individual's utility from taking a particular action increases in the number of agents in her reference group who behave in the same way (e.g., Becker and Murphy 2000; Glaeser et al. 2003) . By assuming that social status rises with effective group size, i.e.
> 0, our comparative advantage theory can replicate these models. As in the case of decreasing status, the equilibrium price schedule continues to be given by
The key difference when social status is increasing in group size is that δ (r) > 0 and that there may exist multiple equilibria.
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Figure 3 depicts such a scenario. Here, increasing status yields equilibria at the origin, at r * , and at r * * . But only equilibria in which the price schedule, δ, intersects the "supply" curve from above are locally stable. 14 Given the existence of multiple equilibria, the Roy model approach can rationalize starkly different behaviors of individuals in observationally similar 12 Note that the effective size of the nerd group is integrated on [r * , 1], so that, for any r * , the shift in δ will be larger the more concentrated a given increase in the distribution of σ N is in the upper end of the distribution.
13 When social status is independent of group size, i.e.
∂sj (Lj ,Kj ) ∂Lj = 0, then the horizontal price schedule intersects the "supply" curve exactly once, leading to a single equilibrium with traditional comparative statics.
14 To see this, consider the adjustment process following a small shock to "prices." From the initial equilibrium at r * * , a small decrease in relative prices (along the δ-schedule) will lead to agents flowing out of the troublemaking and into the nerd sector, which will cause relative status to decline further and lead to even more agents switching sectors. The process continues until the market reaches a new equilibrium at the origin. Conversely, a small increase in relative prices (along the δ-schedule) will lead to agents flowing into the troublemaking sector. This causes relative status to increase even more, thereby inducing more nerds to become troublemakers until the market reaches equilibrium at r * . Similar reasoning shows that the equilibrium at r * is stable.
environments. Moreover, small changes in the environment may lead to large behavioral responses. Consider, for instance, a decrease in the inputs available to the troublemaking group and assume that
As shown in Figure 4 , the initial decrease in K T lowers the relative status of troublemakers, and, thus, causes troublemakers close to the initial equilibrium to switch peer groups. The decrease in the size of the troublemaking group further lowers s T , which leads to an even larger outflux, and so on. Analogous to traditional models of a social multiplier, agents' behavior may become very elastic when their choices are complements. In contrast to conventional analyses, our theory allows for heterogeneity in agents' skill endowments to drive different behavior in a common environment. This form of heterogeneity is necessary to explore the idea of self-selection in social interactions.
Case III: Rank-Dependent Utility
Our theory can also mimic models in which the utility from engaging in a particular activity depends directly on an individual's rank. The simplest way to incorporate the idea of rankdependence into our Roy model is to assume that the shadow prices vary across individuals and are given by s r,j (r, K j ) with < 0. These assumptions are sufficient (but not necessary) to ensure that there will, again, be a threshold individual, r * , such that students with r < r * select into the troublemaker group while those with r ≥ r * choose to become nerds. On theoretical grounds, the key deviation from typical theories of rank-dependent utility is that r is defined in terms of relative rather than absolute skills. This modelling choice sidesteps thorny questions about which peer group a student would choose when she would (in absolute terms) be both the most skilled nerd and the most skilled troublemaker within a given environment, and it produces self-selection based on comparative advantage. But even without assuming that shadow prices vary directly with individuals' rank, our model of self-selection in social interactions predicts rank-dependence in behavior. To see this, consider, again, Figures 1 and 3. An individual at the bottom of the skill distribution will be more likely to join forces with the troublemakers than an agent in the right tail of the distribution-irrespective of whether social status is increasing or decreasing in effective group size, i.e., even in cases I and II above. Formally, the net utility from selecting into the nerd rather the troublemaker group is given by σ N (r) s *
− 1, which is increasing in r. Thus, within any social market, individuals in the upper tail of the skill distribution (i.e., those with high r) have more to gain from joining the nerd group than those in the lower tail (i.e., those with low r). Holding the social environment fixed, one would, therefore, expect to find a positive correlation between students' ordinal rank and their choices of whether to become a troublemaker or a nerd. In this sense, our theory can also be interpreted as providing a microfoundation for rank-dependence in behavior, which does not rely on the assumption that the utility from engaging in a particular activity depends directly on rank.
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Empirical Implications
On its face, our model of social interactions is about how individuals select into peer groups. To connect the theory to commonly available datasets on student outcomes, consider some educational production function y i = X i β + h(e i ) + u i , in which y i denotes student i's test scores, X i is a set of environmental variables, and h(e i ) is a monotonically increasing function that converts effort, e i , into test scores. As suggested by our choice of name for each group, we would expect that the same student exerts more effort on schoolwork when she chooses to become a "nerd" rather than a "troublemaker." In symbols, e
for all i. Conversely, we would expect students to engage in more unproductive-perhaps even anti-social-behavior when they opt to join forces with the troublemakers. Under these ancillary assumptions, our theory predicts that ordinal rank will be positively associated with academic achievement in settings in which students have the possibility to divert their time and effort to outside activities. At the same time, it is important to emphasize that it is not rank per se that generates this relationship, but self-selection.
So far, we have been discussing outcomes as a function of rank based on the relative skill index r. In practice, we observe prior test scores as a proxy of σ N , while σ T is unobserved. Test score-based rank will be a valid proxy for rank in terms of relative nerd and troublemaking skill whenever σ N (r) ≥ σ N r implies that E [σ (r)] ≥ E σ r . This condition holds trivially if it does not take any specific skill to cause trouble, i.e. σ T (r) = c for all r, or if σ N and σ T are independently distributed. It is also satisfied if nerd and troublemaking ability are negatively or not "too positively" correlated. If correct, then students' scholastic achievement and their proclivity to "act out" should be related to their ordinal rank in the ability distribution.
Anecdotally, the phenomenon that the behavior of children varies with their relative standing has been observed among some programs for gifted minority youth held at MIT 15 In a generalized Roy model group membership itself may be costly. If the costs of membership do not systematically covary with students' rank (i.e., if it is equally costly for all children to join a particular group), then the prediction above trivially carries over to the more general setting. If the difference in cost between joining the troublemaking and nerd groups increases with students rank (i.e., if it becomes relatively more costly for higher rank students to become troublemakers), then the key prediction of our simplified model holds as well. Only if membership is differentially costly and if it becomes relatively cheaper for students to join the troublemakers when their rank increases would we expect to see a different pattern in the data. each summer. These programs attract a subset of black children who are among the best and brightest in their schools. At MIT, however, they interact with more academically able peers, leading them to engage in a wide range of problem behaviors (Suskind 1998) . Similarly, in his memoir, Canada (1995) speculates that even the most violent youth in Boston would only be mediocre fighters in the South Bronx and, therefore, be forced to change their ways.
The prediction that students' ordinal rank matters for academic outcomes also resonates with a small literature in social psychology on "big-fish-little-pond" effects (BFLPE; see Marsh et al. 2008 for a comprehensive review). Marsh et al. (1984) , for instance, conclude that "children compare their own academic ability [. . . ] with the abilities of other students within their school or their reference group, and children use this relativistic impression as one basis of forming their academic self-concept" (p. 217). Marsh (1987) even argues that BFLPE accounts for about a quarter of the impact of academic self-concept on academic performance.
Broadly summarizing, the comparative advantage approach to social interactions delivers a novel, testable prediction: students who fall near the top of their reference group should display higher academic achievement than their equally able counterparts who find themselves closer to the bottom in another environment. Conversely, the latter should be more prone to behavioral problems than the former.
In the following section, we demonstrate that this implication of our theory is borne out in data from a randomized controlled trial involving more than one hundred primary schools in Kenya, as well as administrative data from New York City Public Schools (NYCPS) from the 2003-04 through 2008-09 school years. While the (quasi-)experimental variation in these data allows us to conclude that rank affects student outcomes, with standard data alone we cannot establish the precise, causal mechanism through which the impact of rank operates. In order to be able to speak to rank-based self-selection into activities, we conducted an experiment that compares the behavior of students who could and could not choose between different activities. These results isolate the self-selection channel and are presented in Section 4.
Ordinal Rank and Peer Effects
The ideal data to test our theory would span multiple social markets-say, schools or classrooms-and contain information on shadow prices, individuals' choices of peer groups as well as all of their skills. With such data in hand we could directly test whether selfselection based on comparative advantage determines behavior by comparing social status across groups and relating it to agents' choices. However, in the absence of any information on social status, we confine ourselves to providing reduced form evidence which shows that individual behavior does depend on ordinal rank. That is, in the spirit of Friedman (1953) we test a stark prediction of our approach-one that does not follow from standard theories of social interactions.
Evidence from Primary Schools in Kenya
Our first piece of evidence comes from the Extra Teacher Provision (ETP) intervention by Duflo et al. (2011) .
16 Starting in May 2005, ETP provided 121 Kenyan primary schools that had a single first-grade class with additional funds to hire an extra teacher and create a second section. In 61 randomly selected "tracking schools," students were assigned to sections based on scores on exams administered by the schools prior to the intervention. Students above the median were grouped in one section, and those below the median in another one. In the remaining 60 "non-tracking schools," students were randomized into sections. After assignment of students to sections, each of a school's two sections was also randomly assigned to either a civil service teacher or to one hired on a contractual basis. This intervention spanned 18 months.
17 Table 1 displays summary statistics for the 121 schools in the sample of Duflo et al. (2011) . Due to random assignment, tracking and non-tracking schools look very similar on pre-treatment observable characteristics. The same is true for students assigned to either the contract or government teacher section within non-tracking schools. Within tracking schools, students assigned to the top section have on average .81 standard deviation higher test scores and are almost .4 years older than their low-ability counterparts. Duflo et al. (2011) demonstrate that tracking increased the subsequent test scores of all students, regardless of their initial place in the distribution. The authors rationalize this finding with high-ability students benefitting primarily from positive spillover effects due to more able peers, whereas for students in the low-ability section the direct effect of worse peers is more than outweighed by better targeted instruction.
Given random assignment of students to classrooms, the non-tracking schools in the experiment Duflo et al. (2011) provide an ideal testing ground for the impact of ordinal rank on student outcomes. In what follows we exploit the experimentally generated variation in the within-section rank of children with equal ability to estimate the causal effect of rank on academic achievement. As Duflo et al. (2011) , we base our results on the initial random assignment of all students who attended first grade in May 2005.
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Specifically, we implement the empirical setup of Duflo et al. (2011) , but add a student's ordinal rank to the following linear model:
where y i denotes individual i's standardized total test score at endline, r i is her sectionspecific rank (i.e., her percentile in the distribution of pre-treatment test scores), and X i is a vector of individual controls including the baseline score and its square, gender, age, etc. y −i represents the mean standardized baseline score of i's peers, and T i marks a vector of treatment indicators. In alternative specifications, we also include school or school-cohort fixed effects, which help to account for unobserved heterogeneity at the school or section level.
A conceptual issue with estimating the causal effect of rank is that a student's rank depends, by definition, on the distribution of ability among her peers. With finite data it is not possible to disentangle the two without imposing parametric assumptions. For comparability with previous work, our preferred specification controls for average peer skill. Another reason to control for the mean skill level of peers is to contrast rank effects with linear-in-means models of social interactions, which assume that peer effects operate solely through average ability. Table 2 presents results from estimating equation (6) using ordinary least squares. To estimate the impact of rank as cleanly as possible, we restricts attention to nontracking schools, i.e. to students for whom, conditional on test scores at baseline, variation in ordinal rank is purely random. For completeness, in Appendix Table A .2 we present results for all students with nonmissing baseline scores, including students in tracking schools.
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As reported in Duflo et al. (2011) , contract teachers have a positive impact on test scores. More importantly for our purposes, there is a positive relationship between students' ordinal rank and their academic achievement. With one exception the point estimates in the upper panel are statistically significant at conventional levels, and they are always economically large. Critically, compared to its baseline value in the first column, the estimated impact of rank on test scores actually increases with the inclusion of additional controls, such as peers' mean test score, peers' mean test score interacted with a student's own position in 18 About 21% of students in tracking schools and 23% of those in nontracking schools repeated first grade and participated in the program for only the first year.
19 Appendix Table A .1 demonstrates that our results are robust to controlling for higher order polynomials of peers' mean test score, as well as different moments of the skill distribution, such as the variance of students' ability. the ability distribution, age, gender, etc. Moreover, the point estimate is also robust to using only within-school or within-section variation as sources of identification. Taking the lowest estimate in the upper panel of Table 2 at face value, a fifty percentile increase in rank increases test scores at endline by about .2 standard deviations.
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The estimates in Table 2 also suggest that peers' mean ability exerts a positive effect on student achievement. Since our theory deliberately abstracts away from peers as a source of direct externalities, it falls necessarily short of explaining this finding. Such externalities, however, are necessary to rationalize the full set of results in Duflo et al. (2011) . While rank effects can explain why students just below the median of the achievement distribution benefitted from tracking without relying on non-convexities in teachers' payoffs; for students just above the initial median to do better in tracked sections, it must be the case that the negative impact of decreasing rank is outweighed by a countervailing force that is outside of our theoretical model. Nonetheless, in Appendix D.1, we show that we obtain qualitatively similar estimates of rank effects when we rely on the full sample of Duflo et al. (2011) , i.e., when we also include students in tracking schools. Broadly summarizing, the evidence from this randomized controlled trial suggests that, even conditional on standard measures of peer quality, ordinal rank has an economically meaningful impact on children's academic achievement.
Although the intervention of Duflo et al. (2011) provides us with exogenous variation to test for an impact of rank on achievement, it does not come without drawbacks. As with any experiment, one may wonder about external validity. Moreover, the data do not contain measures of student behavior, which prevents us from probing the prediction that ordinal rank also affects problem behaviors.
Evidence from New York City Public Schools
To ameliorate these shortcomings, we now turn to administrative data for all students in New York City Public Schools (NYCPS)-the largest school district in the US. The NY-CPS data contain student-level information on approximately 1.1 million students per year across the five boroughs of New York City. Our data span the 2003-04 to 2008-09 school years and include student race, gender, free and reduced-price lunch eligibility, behavior, attendance, and matriculation with course grades for all students, as well as state math and English/Language Arts (ELA) test scores for students in grades three through eight. Summary statistics for the variables we use in our core specifications are displayed in Table 3 .
To account for the possibility that low ability students may be inherently more likely to act out, our research design for these data relies on transitions from elementary to middle school, i.e., from fifth to sixth grade. During this transition students typically move from small, local elementary schools to larger middle schools, which disrupts ordinal rank when the feeder schools are heterogeneous. Specifically, to estimate the impact of ordinal rank, holding students' inherent tendency to misbehave fixed, we relate changes in the behavior of equally able children from the same elementary school to changes in rank induced by a switch to different middle schools.
We first exploit the sheer size of the NYCPS data and estimate semiparametric models, which allow us to explore potential nonlinearities in the relationship between rank and behavior. Finding little evidence of important nonlinearities, we then address the potential endogeneity of changes in rank via an instrumental variables strategy based on school zoning regulations.
In order to examine the functional relationship between rank and behavior we estimate semiparametric specifications of the following form
while restricting attention to the set of students who change schools in the transition from fifth to sixth grade. Our behavioral measure, y i , in each year is an indicator equal to one if a student has at least one reported behavioral incident from that year and zero otherwise. Hence, ∆y i ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. The three most common behavioral incidents in our data are "engaging in an altercation or physically aggressive behavior with other student(s)," "behaving in a manner that disrupts the educational process (horseplay)," or "engaging in verbally rude or disrespectful behavior / insubordination."
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A student's rank in fifth grade is the student's percentile ranking based on her achievement on the New York State exam relative to other students who are in the same school in fifth grade. 22 We also compute each student's position relative to her peers in the sixthgrade school based on her fifth grade score, and denote the difference between these two rankings ∆r i . Results are reported using both math and ELA scores to compute the change in percentile. We include a standard set of controls, i.e. X i , consisting of the test score in the same 21 We have also investigated the relationship between changes in test scores and changes in rank in the NYCPS data, finding qualitatively similar results as in the previous section.
22 The state math and ELA tests are high-stakes exams conducted in the winters of third through eighth grade. For additional information on these tests, see the Data Appendix. subject from the previous year, an exhaustive set of race dummies, sex, free lunch eligibility, English Language Learner (ELL) status, and special education designation. Using these covariates we attempt to control for factors that plausibly influence changes in behavior and might be correlated with rank. We further include the variance of peers' test scores, and a third order polynomial on peers' mean score. Finally, we include year fixed effects and school fixed effects (for both a student's elementary and middle school). By controlling for school fixed effects we account for the fact that schools might have heterogeneous propensities to classify the same demeanor as a behavioral incident.
Our semiparametric estimates of the link between changes in rank and changes in behavior are displayed in Figure 5 . Independent of whether we calculate rank based on ELA or math scores, the behavior of students whose rank decreases in going from elementary to middle school worsens significantly compared to students whose relative standing improves. Taking the estimates based on ELA scores at face value, a student experiencing a 50 percentile decline in rank is approximately two percentage points more likely to have a behavioral incident on record than a student whose rank improves by 50 percentiles. Given sample means of 8.7% for sixth grade and 4.9% for fifth grade, our estimates are nontrivial in size.
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Although the NYCPS data allow us to control for students' natural proclivities to cause trouble by relating changes in behavior to changes in rank induced by the transition from elementary to middle school, there exists the possibility that estimates of equation (7) are driven by reverse causality. That is, behavioral problems during sixth grade might have caused changes in test scores and, therefore, class rank. Another concern is systematic choice of school. Students who chose an academically less challenging middle school might have experienced less of an increase in behavioral problems, even if their rank had not improved. To address these issues, we also estimate two-stage least squares (2SLS) specifications in which we instrument for a student's change in rank with the predicted change based on the schools they were zoned to attend (given their residential address). Specifically, we estimate the following linear model:
where the first stage is given by
and ∆r i denotes student i's counterfactual change in rank at the beginning of sixth grade (using fifth grade tests scores) had all students attended the schools for which they were zoned. In symbols, let a i,t−1 denote student i's test score in fifth grade and let rank I (a i,t−1 ) be the percentile ranking of a student with score a i,t−1 among the set of students I, given their respective test scores at t − 1. Then,
where S i,t−1 and S i,t are the sets of students who are zoned for the same elementary and middle school as i, respectively. Intuitively, our IV approach compares observationally identical students from the same elementary school who experience a differential change in rank because school zoning regulations led them to attend different middle schools. Table 4 presents the resulting 2SLS estimates of the effect of school rank on behavior, as well as the corresponding OLS ones for comparison. In the upper panel we use ELA scores to construct rank, whereas math scores are used in the lower one. Based on the OLS point estimates, one would expect a student experiencing a 50 percentile decline in rank to be three to five percentage points more likely to have a behavioral incident on record than a student whose rank improves by 50 percentiles-consistent with our previous semiparametric results.
Due to the large number of observations, our OLS estimates are very precise. Unfortunately, this is not the case when we estimate equation (8) (Shea 1997) . One potential explanation for this is that only 45.3% (53.9%) of students attend the middle (elementary) school for which they are zoned. Nevertheless, not including school fixed effects, the 2SLS estimates are at least as large as their OLS counterparts and statistically significant. If we include school or section fixed effects the standard errors increase by as much as an order of magnitude. They do, however, continue to be negative and economically large.
In order to investigate whether these effects persist beyond sixth grade, we have replicated the analysis in Table 4 , focusing on the change in behavior from fifth to eighth grade instead. Table 5 presents the results. Interestingly, all point estimates are negative and economically meaningful. Six out of the eight estimates are even larger than those in the previous table. Although the 2SLS results are, again, fairly imprecise, the sum of the evidence suggests that behavioral effects from changes in ordinal rank do not dissipate over time.
In Appendix Tables A.3 and A.4, we examine how children who do and do not comply with school zoning regulations differ from each other on predetermined variables. Compliers have a lower likelihood of behavioral problems in fifth grade, are more likely to be white or Asian, are less likely to be enrolled in special education classes, and have slightly higher socio-economic status (as proxied by our free lunch indicator). Importantly, a student's "predicted change in rank" (i.e., our instrument) is statistically indistinguishable for both groups. As are fifth grade test scores. Furthermore, behavioral incidents in fifth grade are, conditional on the set of covariates in equation in (8), uncorrelated with "predicted change in rank." This is true for the set of all children as well as within the set of compliers.
For our IV results to be driven by violations of the exclusion it would have to be the case that students who would have experienced worsening behavior regardless of their change in rank are systematically zoned for schools in which they experience larger declines in relative standing than children whose behavior improved. In light of the absence of selection on initial behavior and test scores, there is little evidence to suggest that this may be the case-although we hasten to point out that the the validity of an instrument can never be fully established.
The evidence in Tables A.3 and A.4 does, however, suggest that identification of the 2SLS local average treatment effect comes from higher socio-economic status children who are initially better behaved than average. If one believes that children who are initially well-behaved and from wealthier backgrounds are less affected by their peers, then there is reason to think that the point estimates above understate the average treatment effect.
Discussion
Taken together, the findings in this section suggest that students' test scores decrease and problem behaviors worsen as their relative standing declines. These results are noteworthy not only because they point to a hitherto underexplored source of peer effects, but also because they come from very different, independent settings. The fact that we find an effect of ordinal rank for primary school children in Kenya as well as for middle school students in the U.S. suggests a more general phenomenon.
Although the data are consistent with the idea that comparative advantage shapes social interactions, they cannot rule out other mechanisms. For instance, another explanation for our findings is that teacher behavior depends on the entire distribution of student ability. Suppose that a student's perceived ability matters for how much teachers invest in her. If teachers invest more in students who are thought to be smarter, and if ordinal rank serves as a (noisy) signal about ability, then a teacher-focused explanation is consistent with the finding that test scores increase with adolescents' rank. If lack of teacher attention causes students to act out, then such an explanation can also rationalize why problem behaviors worsen as students' rank declines.
The data requirements to test this alternative hypothesis are very demanding. To implement a convincing test, we would need objective information on how much effort and attention teachers places on students at every part of the ability distribution. We are unaware of such data.
24 Moreover, there may be additional theories that predict a relationship between rank and student outcomes, and we do not have a principled way to narrow down the set of plausible mechanisms.
An Experiment to Test the Self-Selection Mechanism
Rather than trying to estimate the precise share of the relationship between rank and outcomes that is attributable to a particular mechanism, we content ourselves with a "framed" field experiment that achieves two related goals: (i) Rule out that the teacher channel is the sole driver of rank effects, and (ii) explicitly test the idea of self-selection based on comparative advantage. To this end, we recruited nearly six hundred students from two open-enrollment public middle schools in the Houston Independent School District and incentivized them to solve mazes in a custom-made computer game. According to our conversations with principals and teachers, children at these schools have extensive experience playing simple video games on their phones or even on the schools' computers. Our decision to embed the experiment in the context of a game reflects the desire to replicate as many as possible of the myriad ways in which situational variables may affect students' behavior, all the while maintaining enough control to shed light on the mechanism through which rank affects outcomes.
In light of our second goal, we settled on an experimental design that randomly offered students the opportunity to engage in both constructive and destructive behavior, or only the former. Relative to the situation in which the "choice mechanism" is shut down, our theory of self-selection in social interactions predicts that the opportunity to sabotage others crowds out constructive behavior to greater extent among low-ranked individuals than higher ranked ones.
Design Specifics
Each student participated in one experimental session, which was held in her school's computer lab (see Appendix 6 for details regarding recruitment, parental consent, implementation logistics, etc., and for a copy of the experimental instructions). Sessions lasted about sixty minutes and included, on average, twenty children from the same school.
In the first stage of the game, students were asked to solve either five or twenty mazes, depending on the experimental session.
25 "Solving" a computerized maze entailed using the arrow keys to steer a cursor from the entrance of the maze to its exit (see Figure 6 for screenshots). Children earned $.25 per maze that they successfully completed in this stage. All students worked on the same set of mazes and were ranked (among participants in the same session) according to the time it took them to complete the task. The ordinal ranking as well as children's cardinal performance was then displayed on everyone's screens in order to make both common knowledge-similar to the scoreboard feature in many of the most popular video games.
In the second stage, children in the control group were given the opportunity to practice on up to 20 additional mazes at a fixed, randomly determined cost per maze. Students were instructed that ten of these mazes would reappear again in the third stage of the game. Before the software determined the cost of practicing, students were asked for their maximal willingness to pay to see and work on a maze. Children whose willingness to pay exceeded the cost per maze were allowed to practice on as many mazes as they wished, paying for each one as they went along.
26 Participants whose willingness to pay did not exceed the session specific cost were not allowed to practice at all. Our procedure for eliciting students' willingness to pay thus resembles the well-known BDM mechanism (Becker et al. 1964) , with the important difference that quantity was not fixed at one. Instead, we allowed students to choose quantity knowing the realized price per maze.
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Children in the treatment group were also allowed to practice, and the software elicited their willingness to pay for practicing in the same way. In addition, they were asked how much they would be willing to spend in order to "slime" the screen of a peer of their choosing. Sliming another child's screen carried no monetary benefit, but it prevented the other student from practicing by blocking a portion of the maze on which she was working 25 When examining the data from sessions in which the first stage involved a different number of mazes, we found no differences in student behavior. We, therefore, pool these data in the analysis below.
26 Students were told that they could go "go into debt" during this stage of the experiment, i.e., that they could spend more money than they had earned during the previous stage. Any extra spending would be subtracted from their earnings in the third stage. At the end of the experiment, no child ended up with negative earnings. 27 We chose not to elicit an entire demand curve in order to reduce complexity and simplify the instructions.
(cf. Figure 7) . Both activities were nonrival in the sense that children could practice and slime other participants at the same time. However, students were only allowed to engage in a particular activity if their stated willingness to pay exceeded the respective, randomly determined price. If allowed to slime, students could do so as often as they were willing to incur the cost. A ticker publicly displayed who slimed whom in real time. An important advantage of this design over an alternative one with fixed prices that are set in advance is that it requires no knowledge of students' approximate willingness to pay. In fact, by explicitly eliciting this otherwise unobserved variable we can directly assess how the desirability of practicing changes once students can engage in an alternative, disruptive activity, and how this effect varies with rank.
In the final stage of the game, all children were asked to complete ten mazes in twenty minutes, for a payoff of $3.00 per maze they successfully solved. On average, students earned a total of $29.30, including a $2 show-up fee. Neither students' earnings nor their performance during the last stage of the game were made common knowledge. It is also worth noting that at no point during the experiment did monetary payoffs depend on ordinal rank, and that students were made aware of the payoff structure.
Administrative constraints imposed by the schools prevented us from randomizing students into experimental sessions. Within an experimental session, however, all students were randomly assigned to either the treatment or the control group. Thus, whether the children were faced with the opportunity to disrupt their peers was purely random. By comparing the relationship between ordinal rank and students' willingness to practice across treatment and control, our experimental design permits us to assess how the opportunity to self-select into a second, disruptive activity causes behavior to change among different sets of students, i.e., lower-versus higher-ranked ones.
It is important to emphasize that our theory of self-selection based on comparative advantage makes no prediction regarding the relationship between rank and willingness to practice in the control group. Students in the control group can engage in only one activity, which leaves no room for self-selection to affect behavior. Any correlation between these students' choices and their ordinal rank must, therefore, be due to other, unmodeled factors (say, intrinsic preferences over rank, or varying marginal returns to practicing). The control group is nonetheless useful because it allows us to establish a baseline correlation between rank and willingness to practice. If the self-selection mechanism mediates social interactions, then, when given a chance to be disruptive, lower-ranked students-who have a relative disadvantage at solving mazes-should be disproportionately likely to substitute away from practicing. Table 6 presents descriptive statistics for the children in our experiment, by treatment and control status. With the exception of grade level, students in the treatment and control group are statistically indistinguishable. While the difference in grade level is economically small, it is statistically significant at the 10%-level. Notwithstanding the fact that a KolmogorovSmirnov test is unable to reject the null hypothesis that the p-values in the rightmost column are uniformly distributed on the unit interval (p = .305)-as one would expect under truly random assignment-we address the issue of imbalance by presenting results that do and do not condition on covariates. If anything, our findings become stronger when we control for observables. In addition, we show in Appendix Table A.5 that the results are qualitatively robust to conducting our analysis within each grade level. Although estimates disaggregated by grade are far less precise, out of the thirty coefficients in Table A .5 only two change sign compared to our main analysis. It, therefore, seems unlikely that imperfect randomization is driving our results.
Experimental Results
Pooling over all 573 students who completed the experiment, Table 7 displays the findings from our "framed" field experiment. The numbers therein correspond to the coefficients on rank (r i ,s ) and rank interacted with a treatment indicator (T s ) in the following econometric model:
where y i,s is the outcome of interest for student i in experimental session s, b i is her baseline performance at solving mazes, and X i denotes a vector of controls, which consists of all covariates that are listed in Table 6 . Since the cost of practicing and sliming vary at the level of the experimental session, we also include µ s , a session fixed effect. To allow for arbitrary forms of correlation in the residuals of children within the same experimental session, all standard errors are clustered at the session level. Given the small number of clusters, we follow the bootstrapping procedure recommended by Cameron et al. (2008) whenever we report p-values for hypothesis tests.
The results in columns (1) and (2) show that, among children in the control group, willingness to pay for practicing is negatively correlated with ordinal rank.
28 That is, conditional on baseline performance, a student at the very bottom of her reference group is willing to spend 10 cents more on practicing a maze than an observationally similar one who ranks at 28 As we argue above, for a large class of skill distributions, a ranking of students based on one skill will be a good proxy for one in terms (unobserved) relative skills. If sliming does not involve specific skills, then a ranking solely based on the ability to solve mazes will coincide exactly with one in terms of relative ability. To see this, note that, if sliming does not take skill, then we can normalize σ T (r) = 1 for all individuals, which in turn implies that σ (r) ≡
the top of the distribution because she happened to be paired with less able peers. Given a sample mean of 20 cents, this disparity is economically large and statistically significant (p = .009).
Interestingly, the correlation between ordinal rank and willingness to practice disappears among students in the treatment group. The difference in the slope estimates between both groups is not only statistically significant (p = .045), but the coefficient on the interaction term is of opposite sign and almost as large as that on rank itself. Hence, when children are given the choice between practicing and disrupting their peers, it is no longer the case that lower-ranked students invest more than higher-ranked ones.
The next two columns show that this conclusion is qualitatively robust to examining actual money spent on practicing rather than self-declared willingness to pay. Although the point estimates lose much of their precision-in large part because most students practice on only one or two mazes-the sign pattern of the coefficients is identical to that in columns (1) and (2), and the coefficient on the interaction term continues to be economically large and marginally significant (p = .090).
The remaining two columns demonstrate that ordinal rank is negatively correlated with how much money children in the treatment group spent on disrupting others. Taking the point estimate in column (6) at face value, a student who is paired with more able peers and, therefore, ranks at the bottom of her peer group spends 39 cents more on sliming than an identical child who happens to be at the very top of her reference distribution (p = .004). Compared to a sample mean of 14 cents, the effect of rank on sliming is very large.
Given that children were randomly assigned to either treatment or control, we conclude that the opportunity to engage in a second, disruptive activity caused lower-ranked students to substitute away from investing. Instead, they paid to engage in socially wasteful behavior. Note, in the control group, where students can only choose between practicing and waiting, there is no room for self-selection based on comparative advantage to affect behavior. But in the treatment group, where children are faced with the choice between two very different activities, students with a relative disadvantage at solving mazes opted out of the very activity in which they did poorly compared to their peers. Our experimental results, therefore, suggest that students' behavior is mediated by self-selection according to their relative standing.
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29 An alternative, a priori plausible explanation of our findings might be that students are inequality averse. If inequality aversion was the reason that low-ranked children sabotaged others, then we would expect there to be a positive relationship between rank at baseline and the number of times a student was slimed herself. That is, in order to reduce inequality low-ranked students should disproportionately target higher ranked ones rather than their low-ranked peers. We do not observe such a pattern in the data. Estimating the regression models in columns (5) and (6) of Table 7 with an indicator for whether a student's screen got slimed as the outcome produces point estimates of .041 and -.009 (with standard errors of .073 and .069,
Concluding Remarks
Drawing on traditional models of selection in the labor market, we propose a theory of social interactions based on self-selection and comparative advantage. When self-selection is the guiding principle of peer group formation, an individual's behavior is an equilibrium outcome. It depends on where in the ability distribution she falls, and on the shadow prices that clear the social market. That is, in our model, selection into peer groups is based on comparative advantage, and peer effects arise due to the endogenous sorting of agents into peer groups within a social setting. An important implication that distinguishes our theory from traditional models of peers effects is that student outcomes should depend on ordinal rank within a social environment.
Our empirical findings show that this key prediction is borne out in one randomized controlled trial in Kenya as well as as administrative data from the United States. To further probe the channel through which ordinal rank affects behavior, we implemented a "framed" field experiment with nearly 600 public school students in Houston. By isolating the choice mechanism, our experimental evidence speaks directly to the idea of self-selection in social interactions.
Since our Roy model does not cast peers as a source of direct (positive or negative) externalities, it has the potential to rationalize many of the disparate findings in the empirical literature within a single, tractable framework. In particular, since individuals' ordinal rank may deteriorate as a result of many well-intentioned interventions, our theory provides a simple explanation for why ostensibly better peers do not always lead to more favorable outcomes (see, e.g., Carrell et al. 2013; Kling et al. 2005 Kling et al. , 2007 Sanbonmatsu et al. 2006) . For examples of how a Roy model of social interactions can reconcile much of the existing empirical evidence we refer interested readers to the online appendix. In the Appendix, we also discuss the implications of self-selection based on comparative for identifying "traditional" peer effects, and for predicting the efficacy of social interventions ex ante. Notes: Panels show semiparametric estimates and the associated 95%-confidence intervals of the effect of a change in a student's class percentile rank (in going from elementary to middle school) on the change in an indicator variable for whether she was involved in a behavioral incident, cf. equation (7). The top panel constructs percentiles based on English/Language Arts (ELA) test scores, whereas the lower one uses math test scores. Estimates are obtained using cubic b-splines with four nodes that divided the sample equally. Section 3.2 and the Data Appendix provide additional information on the exact econometric specification as well as the sample. Duflo et al. (2011) . Of the 121 schools in the experiment 60 were randomly assigned to the "tracking" treatment, whereas the remaining 61 schools are classified as "nontracking." The rightmost column displays p-values for tests of equality across groups. (6) using ordinary least squares. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are clustered at the school level and presented in parentheses. The sample consists of all students who attend nontracking schools and have nonmissing baseline test scores. Going from column (2) to (3) the number of observations decreases because some students are missing information on age and gender. "Additional Controls" include age, gender, whether the school is located in the Bungoma district, and whether it was sampled for school based management. "Bottom Quarter", "Second Quarter", etc. are indicator variables for students' own position in the test score distribution at baseline. ***, **, and * denote statistical significance at the 1%-, 5%-, and 10%-levels, respectively. (8) by ordinary least squares as well as twostage least squares. The dependent variable is listed at the top of each column. The instrument for ∆ Percentile is the predicted change in percentile based on school zoning regulations, as explained in the text. The IV specifications contain fewer observations because we do not observe addresses of all students in our data. In the upper panel a student's percentile in his school is calculated based on ELA test scores, whereas the lower panel uses math test scores. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are clustered on the school level and reported in parentheses. To facilitate comparisons between Tables 4 and 5 the set of students included in the analysis has been restricted to those observed from fifth through eight grade. ***, **, and * denote statistical significance at the 1%-, 5%-, and 10%-levels, respectively. (8) by ordinary least squares as well as twostage least squares. The dependent variable is listed at the top of each column. The instrument for ∆ Percentile is the predicted change in percentile based on school zoning regulations, as explained in the text. The IV specifications contain fewer observations because we do not observe addresses of all students in our data. In the upper panel a student's percentile in his school is calculated based on ELA test scores, whereas the lower panel uses math test scores. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are clustered on the school level and reported in parentheses. To facilitate comparisons between Tables 4 and 5 the set of students included in the analysis has been restricted to those observed from fifth through eight grade. ***, **, and * denote statistical significance at the 1%-, 5%-, and 10%-levels, respectively. Notes: Entries are coefficients and standard errors from estimating the linear model in equation (10) by ordinary least squares. The dependent variables are listed at the top of each column. All specifications control for baseline performance and experimental session fixed effects. Additional controls include gender, grade, a minority indicator, special education status, limited English proficiency, self-assessed ability, and indicator variables for missing demographic information. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are clustered by experimental session and reported in parentheses. To account for the small number of clusters, reported pvalues are based on the wild bootstrap procedure suggested by Cameron et al. (2008) with 10,000 iterations. ***, **, and * denote statistical significance at the 1%-, 5%-, and 10%-levels, respectively. 
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